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Abstract

Objective: This study aims to investigate the effectiveness of the current discharge planning program at the National Guard Health Affairs facility, King Abdulaziz Medical City-Jeddah, and to study the feasibility of introducing an automated discharge planning system in order to improve the discharge planning process.

Design: This study used a qualitative research design where a face to face interviewing technique was applied with the discharge planning team and patients to understand the benefits and barriers of the current discharge planning processes. A digital recording for the interviews was applied followed by transcribing these interviews by a professional transcriptionist and finally a comprehensive analysis was undertaken to understand the facts of the current discharge planning program in King Abdulaziz Medical City-Jeddah.

Results: The comprehensive analysis of the interviews showed that there is improvement in the discharge planning processes in comparison to previous years with lower-adenmission rate. It was also found that there are now several departments involved in the discharge planning program, whereas in the past there were only unorganized efforts by individual healthcare providers. It was also evident from the findings that there are significant factors that affect the discharge planning processes; (1) Severe shortage of discharge planning manpower; (2) Discharge planning service is undertaken by a group of healthcare providers working under different departments not under one management; (3) Some patients cannot be discharged due to social and financial reasons; (4) lack of an automated discharge planning system.

Conclusion: The current discharge planning processes at King Abdulaziz Medical City-Jeddah seems to be satisfactory. However, there are crucial factors that need to be rectified in order to optimize this program. Increasing manpower and developing an automated discharge planning system are recommended as significant elements to improve this service.
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Introduction

The traditional role of hospitals and medical centers that admit patients is to discharge those patients upon recovery without further medical or social care. More recently this role has shifted where hospitals and medical centers provide comprehensive medical and social care programs for the patient during his stay and after discharge [1]. These types of programs are referred to as Discharge Planning programs. The concept of discharge planning is to investigate the patient’s medical, social, and financial needs that might affect his/her health after discharge to prevent or reduce re-admitting the treated patient [2]. The discharge planning processes start before the patient leaves the hospital where a professional team study the patient’s needs including medications, education, medical equipment and even scheduling home visits to avoid the patient’s re-admission [3]. Preventing or reducing patients’ re-admission will benefit both the patients and the healthcare center [4]. Cost, bed utilization, and quality of care are the major factors that encourage healthcare centers to apply discharge planning [5].

Importance of Discharge Planning

Discharging a medical inpatient usually requires a multidisciplinary team and is a complex process [6]. It aims to improve the coordination of services after the patient is discharged by considering the patient’s needs after leaving the hospital [2]. Its concept is to prevent or reduce the rate of patient readmission. Healthcare organizations aim to reduce or completely prevent hospital readmissions by implementing discharge planning [7]. Any patient who is admitted into the hospital after being discharged within 30 days is known as a readmission [8]. The benefits of reducing readmission rates include better bed utilization, medical treatment cost-effectiveness, and better patients’ outcomes [9]. In a study conducted by Jack et al. [10], they found that when providing patients with a package of discharge services, hospital utilization was reduced thirty days after discharge. Unnecessary length of stays and over usage of hospital resources due to a lack of discharge planning can be avoided by implementing one [10]. Moreover, a study on older patients with congestive heart failure (CHF) who had a comprehensive discharge planning plus post discharge support showed that there was significant reduction in readmission rates and improvement in the patients’ outcomes without increasing costs [11]. Another study by Benbassat and Taragin showed that 9% to 48% of all readmissions could be prevented since these cases received substandard care during the hospitalization such as poor treatment, improper therapy at discharge, and inadequate post-discharge care. Furthermore, randomized prospective trials have shown that 12% to 75% of all readmissions
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can be prevented by patient education, pre-discharge assessment, and domiciliary aftercare [12]. In light of these benefits, many countries have started to implement discharge planning programs within their healthcare systems as a means to improve patient outcomes and to reduce readmission rates [13].

## Manual to Automated Discharge Planning

A discharge planning system has the potential to make the patients’ discharge process a smooth transition, thereby limiting the waste of hospital time and funds [14]. A new field of interest in discharge planning is the movement from manual to computerized systems. While the implementation of a discharge planning system in itself has the potential to ease patients’ discharge, it can still be deficient in many aspects [15]. Planning the discharge of a patient from a hospital can be lengthy and time consuming [16]. An assigned discharge planning coordinator must start the discharge process from the day of admission [17]. This process consumes a significant amount of paper work to ensure that the discharged patient has received proper care and is safe to leave the hospital [18]. Multidisciplinary team of medical and nursing professional healthcare providers is involved in the process of discharge planning and all of them communicate with each other by using traditional old communication tools such as fax machines which delay the discharge process and may reduce the quality of care [19]. Some of the disadvantages are poor communication and coordination between the planning teams resulting in delayed discharge and unnecessary extensions of length of stay for the patients [20]. As a result of increased length of stay, hospital overcrowding occurs that in turn increases the bed shortage crisis that most hospitals suffer from [21]. According to previous studies, nurses complained that the biggest barrier to successful discharge planning was lack of time due to high workload, poor sharing of information between teams and unplanned discharges [22,23]. To help resolves these issues an electronic discharge system can be implemented to overcome the obstacles of miscommunication, delayed information relay between teams and helps to better advance discharge planning for a smoother process.

## Mobilizing an Electronic Discharge Planning System

An electronic discharge system could be an online, real time program that can be utilized from desktops, laptops, personal digital assistants (PDA), tablets or smart phones [19]. By widening the access to the system, delay in sending the important discharge information about the patient will be minimized. Electronic handheld devices have solved the issue of needing to access a system from a specific place. The advantages of applying a system to hand held devices such as iPads and smartphones can increase information access, promote workflow and allow the physicians to make decisions from miles away with the ability to access the patient’s data, keeping in mind the need for a safe, secure network to protect patients confidentiality [24].

## Electronic Discharge Planning in Real Time

A study was conducted at Johns Hopkins pediatric intensive care unit to develop real-time length of stay prediction and patient flow management system [25]. The model software used in the study was designed to be integrated within a computerized decision support system to improve patient flow management [25]. The result showed that the provider orders are useful for real-time prediction of patients’ length of stay. Clinical orders directly represent provider decision making over time. The provider orders for real-time analysis make all information available in real-time through single computerized physician order entry (CPOE) data [25]. Such systems provide accurate and timely length of stay forecast which could be a very useful tool for healthcare organizations management and planning [25]. Such model software’s using real-time systems would be like an application that generates a user interface allowing each team to enter their plan for a patient on the same server. All working simultaneously to make sure the patient discharge information is accurate and complete. Some of the shared information would be the patient’s name, MRN, diagnoses, current medications and allergies to name a few [19]. Other aspects of such a system would be a way to keep track of the patients progress since admission including all investigations and procedures done, including a way of know where the patient is at all time so as no overlapping between schedules procedures occurs and prioritizing them according to critical importance [26].

## Difficulties of an Electronic Discharge System

Ideally a custom made computerized discharge planning system would bring about solutions to the manual discharge process, many pitfalls may occur while trying to implement such a system. The main difference would be the staff inability to interface with the complex system. Staff would need to train in how to correctly utilize the software which would increase workload and give added responsibilities [23]. Another important issue is data security. The data on this kind of system would be extremely sensitive and patient privacy is a top issue [24]. The ramifications of a leak of any kind would have extreme repercussions including lawsuits and liabilities.

## Example of Discharge Planning System Software

Multiple software companies have created electronic discharge planning programs that are tailored to the needs of a healthcare organization. Such companies include Patient Placement, which created ‘The Patient Placement Discharge Referral System’ that speeds up the process of patient admission and discharge [27]. The benefits of incorporating a system such as this would make a profound effort in simplifying and hastening the discharge process.

## Importance of Automated Discharge Planning

With all aspects considered, an automated discharge planning system is highly advantageous and promotes a better quality of care for patients. Through a successful discharge plan including all departments with a complete treatment plan and patient education, a patient’s quality of life and satisfaction is high after discharge from the hospital [28]. Smooth transition for the discharged patient from the hospital to home or to the referred primary care physician can be achieved by automating the discharge planning processes [29]. This study aims to emphasize the needs for such systems.

## Discharge Planning in KAMC - Jeddah

Discharge planning is not a new concept in Saudi Arabia. King Abdulaziz Medical City – Jeddah (KAMC-Jeddah) is an example of a facility that has implemented discharge planning services for several years now. It consists of multidisciplinary health providers, which include; discharge planning specialists, physicians, nurses, pharmacists, physiotherapists, home health care specialists, etc. [30]. The discharge planning services’ role is to coordinate with all involved healthcare providers to provide the discharged patients with all necessary medications, appointments, medical supplies, clinical and non-clinical instructions, and all necessary information that the patient may need to prevent or minimize readmission events. However, the discharge planning team is still not capable of providing adequate services to the discharged patients due to the lack of proper coordination and
communication between the concern healthcare providers [31]. This paper presents a qualitative study that conducted at KAMC-Jeddah, to examine these issues by interviewing the discharge planning team, the discharged patients and discharged patients’ families.

This study aims to investigate the effectiveness of the discharge planning program within the National Guard Health Affairs facility, KAMC-Jeddah, and the feasibility, and usefulness of introducing an automated discharge planning system. During the course of the study, more specific objectives are also addressed, such as recognizing the benefits and outcomes of discharge planning; identifying the appropriate discharge planning members; determining the appropriate discharge planning process; analyzing the feedback from the discharge planning patients; determining the barriers that have hindered introducing an automated discharge planning system so far; and understanding the perceived advantages to introducing an automated discharge planning system.

Materials and Methods

The participants

The individuals interviewed for this study were selected from the different departments, particularly the healthcare professionals who are involved in the discharge planning processes. The interviewees were: Director of Discharge Planning, Medical Discharge Planning Coordinator, Surgery Discharge Planning Coordinator, Cardiac Center Discharge Planning Coordinator, Assistant Director for Admission, Assistant of Inpatient Care Director, Social Worker, and Patient Educator. Also, five patients and five patients’ relatives were interviewed. The above group was selected as they were involved directly in the discharge planning process on a daily basis. The patients and their families were selected for this interview because they are the receivers of the service and their thoughts and satisfaction are valuable for this study. The total number of face to face interviews for this study was eighteen.

Study design and method

A qualitative method was applied for this research since more understanding of people’s feelings, thoughts, motivations, and reactions is involved here rather than numbers, which is usually the point of applying quantitative methods. Also, this research targeted a small and focused group of people to explore specific views and to have rich and in-depth understanding of a specific situation which cannot be achieved by a quantitative method that tends to give general views and results generated by a big scale of population. There was human involvement in this research where face to face interviews were conducted in order to explore unexpected results that cannot be achieved by quantitative methods [32].

Sampling

A nonprobability sampling technique was applied, and two types of sampling were used to interview the healthcare givers who are involved in the discharge planning processes:

1. Snowball Sampling
2. Purposive Sampling

Both sampling techniques were used until theoretical saturation was achieved [32].

Structured qualitative interviews

A close-ended structured survey containing dichotomous questions was applied to interview the patients and the patients’ families. These were administered face-to-face. Participants were asked straightforward questions and their responses were recorded directly. All participants were asked to answer the same questions as is the nature of closed-ended interviews (Appendix 1).

Semi-structured qualitative interviews

Open-ended semi-structured interviews were conducted with the healthcare providers. The format of the interview was guided by an interview guide (Appendix 2). However the participants were allowed to elaborate more freely when answering the questions. The healthcare providers’ interview questions were divided to three sections; (1) Discharge Planning Members; (2) Discharge Planning Processes; (3) Automating discharge planning Process. These questions were designed to achieve maximum understanding of the current discharge planning processes and the possibility of introducing an automated discharge planning system.

Research Analysis

A digital audio recorder was used to record the interviews with the health care providers, followed by transcribing all audio recordings by a professional transcriptionist. For reliability a backup recorder was also used so that no information was lost.

A qualitative Content Analysis approach was applied to analyze the text data [32]. The data was resolved to five predetermined themes; (1) Benefits; (2) Discharge Planning Team; (3) Discharge Planning Processes; (4) Barriers for Discharge Planning; (5) Applying Automated System.

The benefits theme discussed the gain of the discharge planning processes in KAMC – Jeddah for both the patient and the healthcare facility. The Discharge Planning Team theme investigated the healthcare providers who have direct contacts with the patients during the discharge planning processes. The investigation discussed the availability of the discharge planning team, their roles, competency, and authority. The Discharge Planning Processes theme discussed how the discharge planning has been conducted in KAMC – Jeddah and the related problems of the discharge planning processes. The Barriers for Discharge Planning theme discussed the problems that affected the processes of the discharge planning including manpower, uncooperative patients and their families, lack of communication between discharge planning team, and the absence of automated discharge planning system. Finally, the Applying Automated System theme discussed how the current discharge planning processes have been conducted manually, and the feasibility of applying an automated system to help in improving the discharge planning processes (Table 1).

Discussion

Benefits of discharge planning

“Patient don’t come back, especially long stay patient, when provided with HHC they never come back” (Surgical Discharge Planning Coordinator). The discharge planning processes helped in reducing the re-admission rate especially when Home Health Care (HHC) services is provided for the long stay patients who need only a nursing care (Surgical Discharge Planning Coordinator). Also, the re-admission rates for Oncology patients who are occupying a big percentage of bed resources are now reduced due to the discharge planning (Cardiac Center Discharge Planning Coordinator). The average rate of length of stay was also reduced compare to several years
Barriers for Discharge Planning

• No discharge planning department or inpatient care department, only services coordinated by multiple departments
• Severe shortage in discharge planning staff
• Lack of authority for discharge planning team
• Date of the discharge day is not planned upon admission
• Patients having non-medical reasons which delay discharging
• Patient orders communicated between discharge planning team verbally and not documented
• Poor communication between discharge planning team members
• Family refusal for discharge due to patient care burden at home
• Patient with a tracheostomy cannot be discharged
• Long stay patients staying for indefinite period
• Physicians do not see patients upon admission
• Unreported patients for discharge planning team
• Last minute call to educate the patient and the family
• Patients referral documents are written manually and they go missing
• Patient discharge plan are not requested on time
• Anonymous and neglected patients
• Uncooperative patients
• Unplanned and emergency admission
• Bed utilization is not according to the international standards

Applying Automated System

• Currently, all patients’ documents are processed manually.
• Communication between discharge planning team members are done through telephone and pagers, not by computerized system.
• Automated discharge planning system is required to help controlling the discharge planning processes
• A discharge planning automated system is existing in King Abdulaziz University Hospital
• The Automated discharge planning system should include Computerized Physician Entry Order (CPOE)
• Automated discharge planning system will also be beneficial for Admission Processes
• The system will track the progress of the patient instantly for all discharge planning team members.
• An automated discharge planning system has been developed but not completed yet.

Table 1: Automated discharge planning systems.

Multiple departments undertake the discharge planning process in KAMC – Jeddah. However, there is a severe shortage in the discharge planning team who can cover the whole medical city (Medical Discharge Planning Coordinator). There are only 2 discharge planning nurses who should deal with over 600 in-patients (Assistant of Inpatient Care Director). During bed crises situations, the efficiency of the discharge planning is only 20% to 30%, due to insufficient number of discharge planning manpower (Assistant Director for Admission). For example, the Home Health Care Department which has a big role in discharge planning should be provided with more manpower to increase its efficiency (Director of Discharge Planning). The discharge planning team members are not only insufficient, but also need extra manpower with high quality in this field (Director of Discharge Planning). Each team needs a sub-specialty coordinator to overcome the discharge planning obstacles (Medical Discharge Planning Coordinator). One of the major disadvantages of discharge planning is there is not a discharge planning department to empower the services and control the processes (Assistant Director for Admission).

Discharge Planning Processes

“We make sure that the patient goes home with all needed equipment and the social support” (Cardiac Center Discharge Planning Coordinator) The Discharge Planning processes start immediately upon the admission of the newly admitted patient (Cardiac Center Discharge Planning Coordinator). During the hand-over in every morning between the night shift staff and the morning shift staff, the discharge planning coordinators review and discuss the progress of each patient. Also, the discharge planning team has a daily meeting with the Discharge Planning Director to discuss the medical and social condition of admitted patients (Surgical Discharge Planning Coordinator). In addition, a weekly, meeting is conducted to discuss discharge planning issues including all services that are involved in the discharge planning such as Home Health Care, Pharmacy, Social Work Services, Occupational Therapy, Nursing Services, and Admission office (Medical Discharge Planning Coordinator). Before discharging the patient, all clinical tests, social studies and patient education are completed. Also, all medical equipment, medical supplies, outpatient appointments, and sick leave certificate are provided to the patient before discharge (Cardiac Center Discharge Planning Coordinator). The discharge planning process in KAMC – Jeddah are now complying with the Joint Commission International (JCI) standards (Social Worker). However, the current implementation of the discharge planning procedures is not efficient for several reasons and should be revised (Cardiac Center Discharge Planning Coordinator). For instance, the different views and decisions of the treatment responsible physicians cause confusion for both the patient and the discharge planning team which delays the discharge planning processes (Director of Discharge Planning). Another problem that affects the discharge planning process is the daily hospital round by the practitioners and healthcare givers (Assistant of Inpatient Care Director). The patient Educators are called to assess and educate the patients how to use medications and medical devices at home (Patient Educator).

Barriers for Discharge Planning

“You cannot cope with the number of patients we have and the number of beds available. This leads sometimes that patients prematurely discharged to evacuate beds, and that caused readmission” (Assistant of Inpatient Care Director).

KAMC – Jeddah provides discharge planning services, and there are internal guidelines to be applied by all departments involved.

Discharge Planning Team

“We need more manpower, and this is not only the number, we are looking for quality of manpower” (Director of Discharge Planning)
in discharge planning. However, there is not a discharge planning department with its own manpower and budget, and its services are provided by a small team consists of seven staff only headed by the Discharge Planning Director, who is also the Inpatient Care Director. This small team must follow the needs of over six hundreds patients in a daily basis, coordinates with other departments, and assure that each patient is served with high quality of healthcare. This inappropriate setup does not give the discharge planning team the authority to follow up discharge planning issues with other departments (Assistant of Inpatient Care Director). The discharge planning services depends on cooperation and harmony between the service provider from all concerns departments rather than planned work with firm system. The patient orders and needs are communicated between those providers verbally, and there are not written orders to be used as medical or administrative references (Surgical Discharge Planning Coordinator). The communication between the discharge planning team members is poor due to the absence of an organized department and a computerized system that all discharge planning workers refer to in order to see patient progress and medical, nursing and social needs (Social Worker). It is very crucial that the responsible physician should see the admitted patient once he/she is admitted to develop the treatment plan, which is the baseline for the discharge planning. However, physicians are not compliance with this procedure and patients could be lying in bed for several days without a clear treatment plan or estimated discharge day, which affect the whole discharge planning process (Assistant of Inpatient Care Director). Occasionally, patients are admitted without notifying the discharge planning team, which delay the service and affect the patient care. Also, there are cases where Anonymous patients are admitted without a previous medical history or family contacts. Those patients are difficult to prepare a discharge plan for them due to the absence of family involvement in their treatment (Social Worker). Last minute call to educate the patient and the family is another problem that delays the discharge planning process. Particular diseases need long session to educated patients and their families how to use medication or medical devices at home. Calling the Patient Educators right before discharge for educational session will not help the patient and may cause re-admission for the patient (Patient Educator). In general patients and their families are cooperative but there are cases where both are not welling do comply with the treatment plan and therefore they become regular visitors to the admission wards. Those patients make the discharge planning processes useless and meaningless (Medical Discharge Planning Coordinator).

Long stay patients are the most difficult cases the discharge planning team members have to deal with. They are not capable to take care of themselves and their families refuse to accept the discharge since those disabled patients put a huge burden with their special nursing care. Patients with a tracheostomy cannot be discharged anyway due to their medical conditions, which make their staying in the hospital indefinite (Cardiac Center Discharge Planning Coordinator).

Some patients are admitted for non-medical reasons, mostly social reasons, which need a careful assessment for their discharge planning. Routine discharge planning procedures are not applicable in these cases which make it difficult to develop discharge plan for them (Surgical Discharge Planning Coordinator). Unplanned admission is another problem that affects the discharge planning processes, especially the cases admitted through Emergency Room. This causes disruption for discharge planning team and administration office. Finally, the bed utilization is not according to the international standards. There is an estimated length of stay for each medical case, which is applied internationally. However, these standards are not followed, which makes discharge planning less affective (Assistant Director for Admission).

### Applying Automated System

“If you can see the status and the progress of the patient, you can track the plan when patient will be discharged, and this will give you more effective way to utilize your bed, and make your planning” (Assistant Director for Admission) Currently, the discharge planning processes are distributed manually in KAMC – Jeddah. There is no automated system that can display the inpatient progress or orders for the concerned individuals and services that are involved in the discharge planning processes. Patient’s referral documents are written manually and occasionally these documents cannot be located which delay the discharge planning processes (Surgical Discharge Planning Coordinator). Even Communication between discharge planning team members are done through telephone conversions and paging system to explain the need of patients, and not all the time the required member is available which affect the discharge planning process (Cardiac Center Discharge Planning Coordinator). An automated discharge planning system is required to coordinate and control the discharge planning processes. In this system all Computerized Physician Entry Order (CPOE), nursing orders, patient educators requests, social workers requests, and other orders and requests can be monitored and processed by all concerned providers immediately (Director of Discharge Planning). Furthermore, all discharge planning team members can monitor the progress of each patient and that would significantly help in discharge planning and bed utilization (Assistant Director for Admission). Although it is not widely existed in Saudi Arabia, but there are a few healthcare facilities already applied an automated discharge planning system. King Abdulaziz University Hospital in Jeddah has developed this system and it is helping its discharge planning processes. Implementing an automated discharge planning system in KAMC-Jeddah would certainly improve the discharge planning processes and reduce re-admission rate and that is the main goal of discharge planning (Director of Discharge Planning).

### Research Limitations

This research had some limitations. A few of individuals who are involved in the discharge planning processes were not available for interviewing. Language barrier was another limitation since some of the interviewees preferred not to speak in English during the interview. Furthermore, since English language was not the native language for all the professional healthcare providers interviewees, the interviews and later transcribing and interpretation of the concept and idea of these interviews was difficult and time consuming, as can be seen in some of the interview excerpts: “Let say, patient needs MRI or CT, sometimes his schedule for 3 to 4 days with no salt, they keep the patient waiting. This is the problem in the operation of MRI or CT, we can see from that side, there is also no space for the team, they try their best to help, because the priority for the in-patient, to wait for the bed when the patient is discharged” (Interviewee 1).

This an example of an unstructured and confusing sentence said by an interviewee during the interview, that needed to be analyzed carefully after the transcription was completed to extract meaningful information. Another limitation was the unavailability of data for discharge planning patients or documents due to the lack of an automated discharge planning system. There was not an existing automated discharge planning system in other National Guard Health Care: Current Reviews, an open access journal ISSN: 2375-4273 Volume 4 • Issue 3 • 1000173
Ethical Considerations

Interview consent from all interviewees were obtained including their approval to use any valuable information needed for this research. The interviewees were informed that their names will not be revealed and the information they provide will be used only for this research (Appendix 3). The purpose of this research was explained to each interviewee prior conducting the interview. The professional transcriptionist signed a confidentiality agreement not to disclose any information regarding the identities of the interviewee or the contents of the interviews (Appendix 4).

Validity

To validate this research, two researchers examined the content of the interviews transcriptions, results and analyses.

Reliability

The Reliability of this research includes:

1. Observing Discharge Planning Policy and Procedures (Appendix 5)
2. The Quality of Digital Audio Recording
3. Backup Recordings
4. Professional transcription

Conclusion

This research aimed to investigate the effectiveness of the current discharge planning processes in the KAMC – Jeddah. It also discussed the feasibility of developing an automated discharge planning system to improve the discharge planning program. Several healthcare providers from different departments who form the discharge planning team were interviewed to explore the current processes, benefits, barriers, and the feasibility of introducing an automated discharge planning system. Patients and patients’ families were also interviewed to evaluate their satisfaction of the provided services. The study showed that there is a significant improvement in the quality of care. It also showed an improvement in the clinical outcomes for the discharged patients in comparison to the previous discharge processes when there was no organized discharge planning program. The study also proved that there is a significant effort from different departments to optimize the discharge planning processes in order to minimize the re-admission events for the discharge patients. However, this study showed that despite the noticeable effort from the discharge planning team, the current discharge planning processes require more manpower involvement and introducing an electronic tool or automated system to improve the discharge planning processes. This research did not only discuss the advantages, disadvantages, and barriers to the existing discharge planning processes, but it also demonstrated the need for developing an automated discharge planning system. The major finding of this study is that computerizing the discharge planning processes is now essential as it is perceived to improve the communication between the discharge planning team, shorten the response time to patient’s treatment orders, and has the potential to provide instant report of the patient current status that can be viewed by all discharge planning team at any given time. Based on the participants’ feedback. An efficient discharge planning processes enhanced by a computerized system would result in reducing the re-admission rate due to the planned clinical, social, and administrative care provided to the patient starting from the day of admission until discharge day. The study also revealed important information and facts that contradict the current assumption about discharge planning processes. Despite the current satisfaction by both the healthcare providers and the discharged patients, and the noticeable improvement in the discharge planning program in the recent years when compared to three years ago, there are many serious disadvantages that should be corrected to optimize this service. The current rate of satisfaction should not be considered as an evidence of high quality of discharge planning service. Increasing the number of manpower and introducing an automated discharge planning system are the main steps towards improving the discharge planning program in KAMC – Jeddah.

Recommendations

Introducing an automated discharge planning system at KAMC-Jeddah is essential to improve the discharge planning processes. This automated system could be developed either internally by the Information Services Department (ISD), or it could be acquired externally by a third party. System such would help the discharge planning team to receive instant notification regarding the planned discharge patients through e-mail or text messages and respond immediately to prompt the discharge planning processes. The development of an automated discharge planning system has to be reviewed and undertaken by professional information systems developers.

Summary

What was already known

- Discharge planning service in KAMC-Jeddah does not have enough healthcare providers to apply adequate discharge planning for every discharged patient.
- There is not an automated discharge planning system that can help the discharge planning team to provide proper service.

What this study added to our knowledge

- The discharge planning team members in KAMC-Jeddah are very dedicated and willing to expand their services.
- There is not a universal automated discharge planning system that could be acquired and installed immediately. Each healthcare organization needs to tailor their own system according to their needs.
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